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In the Matter of X

if rocket No. 50-4c6HOUSTCH LIGHTI'IG AND PO?lER CO.
(Allens Creek) L

'

INTERROGATORIES TO THE STATE OF TEXAS FROM TEX PIRG
Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.740b', Tex PIRG requests that the

attached interrogatories be fully answered in writting by Mr.
Richard Lowerre, Esq. and any other officers or employees of the

,

State of Texas who have personal knowledge thereo f or are the
closest to having personal knowledge thereof. Show who answerec
each question.

For each question show: (a)Diredt answer (b) List documents
that serve as basis for answer (c)Give name, address, phone number-

and title of each employee or consultant that has the expert

knowledge ,to answer the question
1. List and make available any.docunents that relate to the

productivity of fisheries in water as hot as e:gected at Allens
.

Creek Lake?
2 Have any new parks been r[uired by the State of Texas since 1974
that are within 150 miles of the Allens Creek site? 7| hat are their
naces? ?|here are they located? How many acres are in each? Are there
water related facilities such as streats or lakes in each?
3. ?lhat evidence does the State have since the Three Mile Island
accident in Penn. that it is wise, safe, prudent, echonctic and

reasonable to build large nuclear reastors near large cities such

as Houston?

4. Vlhat fish do the state plan to stock in Allens Creek Lake that

can live and produce under the conditions e:Gected to be present
in the Allens Creek Lake?

5. 7.~.. a t iccurents or other evidence do es the state have that
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